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SOMETHING BIG IS COMING
We are living in most dangerous
times, and there is trouble of
nations with perplexity; men’s heart
are failing them for fear, and for
looking after those things that are
coming upon the earth. Evil angels
have caused condemned men to
develop the most destructive plans
to murder millions of people in the
name of setting up a New World
Order. In these plans, only half a
billion out of six billion people are to
be allowed to survive the planned
destruction. Wicked men have
planned to use invented viruses and
plagues to wipe out masses of
people, and these plans are soon to
come into action. But to hide these
plans from the world, and to ensure
that secrecy exists for the success of
their plans, it has become necessary to murder many micro-biologists and other people of importance, so that fingers
won’t be able to point to those responsible, and that help would not be coming to save the lives of billions. This is what
is behind the sudden murder and unexplained deaths of so many of the world’s top virologists and researchers into
relevant fields. Something big is coming!
We are told: “Over the past few weeks several world-acclaimed researchers, geniuses by many accounts, specializing in
infectious diseases, as well as DNA sequencing have been found dead or have gone missing. I believe these scientists
were unaware of their participation in the developing of a genetic bio-weapon that will wipe out as much as one third of
the population on planet earth.” Top Scientists, Experts in Fighting Infectious Diseases, are Suddenly Either Dead or
Missing p. 4 “…several world acclaimed scientific researchers, specializing in infectious diseases and biological agents
such as Smallpox and Anthrax, as well as DNA sequencing, environmental research and microbiology have died, many in
unusual circumstances.” Ian Gurney, The Mystery of the Dead Scientists p 1.
The world has less skilled scientists to help save billions of lives; trouble is coming, we need to be converted to Christ for
help and security. May God help us. Amen

